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Organisational context :
At the 2014 General Assembly, while adopting the revisions in the Guidelines for the
Establishment and Review of Abuse Policies, both a proposal and request were made to offer a
more comprehensive framework for communities. The intention of this was to cover situations
that involve assistants and other support staff, in addition to core members. It was also
mentioned that it would be desirable to include situations beyond the scope of abuse.
The risk management committee prepared a document entitled Commitments to the Respect
of Each Person and in the Prevention of Abuse. After consultation, the committee presented
the document to the Board of Directors.
Obviously this sort of document stems from the ethical values that inspire us. Its objective lies in
specifically addressing situations related to abuse, harassment and discrimination. These specific
policies and procedures are also considered to be key factors for encouraging the prevention of
abuse, and intervening when required.
After adopting these guidelines, each community will be invited to specify its particular actions
according to its environment, provincial contexts or contractual connections. A significant
number of communities already have policies in place for situations of abuse suffered by their
members. They will now need to complete this process of creating policies to cover other
scenarios.
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Promoting Respect and Preventing Abuse
(Abbreviated Version)

Commitment of L’Arche Canada and Affiliated Communities
The core values of L’Arche Canada and its affiliated communities affirm the following:
• The commitment to all people lies at the heart of fulfilling the mission of L’Arche. This mission exists first
and foremost for the benefit of our most vulnerable people.
• This commitment requires an extremely high level and quality of responsibility, attitudes, actions and
ethical practices.
• This standard applies to all volunteers, employees, board members, consultants or any person offering
any kind of support in any capacity whatsoever.
In an effort to live according to L’Arche’s mission and values, within a culture that promotes respect and with
an aim to prevent abuse, discrimination, and harassment, we pledge to adhere to the following commitments:
To those we serve:
• To develop people’s skills and ensure we meet their needs in an adapted and personalized way.
• To create and support healthy homes and community spaces.
• To ensure the rigorous and sound management of all financial and material resources granted to us,
either directly or indirectly.
To our colleagues:
• To fulfill L’Arche’s mission and values through our actions.
• To create and support healthy work spaces.
• To favour methods for resolving conflicts or difficulties that are founded on dialogue and cooperation.
• To recognize and accept that to do so, we must be open to questions, evaluation and support from our
peers.
To the community groups or endeavours we are involved in and those who support us:
•
•

To form collaborative relationships and work on community projects with the vision of building a more
inclusive society.
To accept that for the sake of transparency, we may sometimes be questioned on our practices in order
to respect and defend the highest level of human rights.

To our Federation and the International Federation of L’Arche Communities:
•
•

To promote the mission of L’Arche, L’Arche Federations and the inclusion of vulnerable people.
To accept that we are ambassadors of the wider L’Arche family, and to choose our actions accordingly.

To ourselves:
• To actively contribute to our personal growth and development.
• To develop our capacity to support the people, communities and groups we encounter in our work.
• To participate in activities that raise awareness or train people in the prevention of abuse and
harassment.
• To follow up with developing activities for the Servant Leadership Program, as required.
To everyone:
• To respect all people in their development while taking into account Canada’s distinct social and judicial
values, as well as the specific characteristics of its diverse communities which include the realities and
values of First Nations people.
• To acknowledge that all forms of abuse, harassment and discrimination are absolutely unacceptable.
• To ensure support to any person who is experiencing difficulties.
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Promoting Respect and Preventing Abuse
(Full Version)
The International Charter of the Communities of L’Arche stipulates:
1. Inclusion of persons with an intellectual disability
“The aim of L'Arche is to create communities which welcome persons with an intellectual
disability. By this means, L’Arche seeks to respond to the distress of those who are too often
rejected, and to give them a valid place in society.”
(Charter, I. Aims, 1)
2. Shared life and mutuality
“The different members of a community are called to be one body. They live, work, pray and
celebrate together, sharing their joys and their suffering and forgiving each other, as in a family.
They have a simple lifestyle, which gives priority to relationships.”
(Charter, III. The Communities, 2.3)
3. Communities of faith
“L'Arche communities are communities of faith, rooted in prayer and trust in God. They seek to
be guided by God and by their weakest members, through whom God's presence is revealed.”
(Charter, III. The Communities, 1.1)
4. Governance, structures and resources
“The communities seek to be competent in all the tasks they are called to accomplish.”
(Charter, III. The Communities, 4.2)
5. Communities integrated in society
“L'Arche communities are open and welcoming to the world around them. They form an integral
part of life in their localities and seek to foster relationships with neighbours and friends.”
(Charter, III. The Communities, 4.1)

6. The Federation
“Bound together by solidarity and mutual commitment, they form a world-wide family.”
(Charter, III. The Communities, 2.4)
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1. FUNDAMENTAL VALUES:
As part of the International Federation of the Communities of L’Arche, L’Arche Canada has
placed its mission and values at the center of its core actions and vision
“Our fundamental values make up the core of our identity and mission. These are the convictions
and priorities that guide the relationships we embark upon with each other and with the world.
Together, we have chosen L’Arche Canada’s Servant Leadership model as the structure that
‘guides and orients the commitments of the thousands of people who choose L’Arche and who
wish to fully live out the mission and spirit of L’Arche in their diverse roles within and
surrounding their communities. The structure aims to support the growth of these leaders and
help them to remain faithful to our identity and to live out the mission and spirit of L’Arche with
both wisdom and courage. Rich in values and traditions, L’Arche Canada is an organization that
possesses a vast mission.’ We have worked together to bring these values to life in our
communities by putting our energy toward each of the following priorities on our mandate:
leadership, commitment within our society, as well as growth and spirituality. It is rewarding to
conclude that our fundamental values continue to call us together as a single body and to invite
us to go further.” –Hollee Card, 2016

2. OUR DEFINITIONS, USED FOR CLARIFICATION PURPOSES ACCORDING TO THE MODEL OF
L’ARCHE AND ITS COMMUNITIES:1

Respect is defined as follows in the Servant Leadership Model:
“Meet, appreciate, accept and affirm people as they are. Value one another as equal and special
. Respect one another’s independence and freedom to choose. Build dignity and confidence. Fi
nd the good in one another. Hear one another’s voices and preferences. Remember friends who
are no longer with us.”
Servant Leadership Model, 2016, p.3.
It is further specified to:
Help one another get a high quality of physical, medical, emotional and personal support. Be at
tentive to each person’s needs. Listen to and respect each person’s wishes and preferences. P
rovide support in a spirit of “doing with” rather than “doing for.” Maintain a sense of dignity, r
espect and privacy. Be available when your presence is needed. Walk with one another in tim
es of sickness, sadness, challenge and grief.
Servant Leadership Model, 2016, p.3.

1

Other definitions of the listed terms may be just as pertinent. It’s important to acknowledge the implied
essence that goes beyond words. Other definitions are attached at the end.
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Abuse, mistreatment and negligence can be defined as follows:
“Abuse, mistreatment2 and negligence3 toward any person can be physical, psychological,
financial, sexual or spiritual.
In the following clarifying details, the term abuse includes mistreatment in its definition.
Physical abuse implies mistreatment or violence, even if these actions do not cause injury.
Physical abuse can also exist in the threat of exerting force. What might be a harmless push to a
younger person can seriously injure an elderly person. Physical abuse can also manifest in the
inappropriate use of medications or restraining tactics.
Psychological abuse manifests in insults, intimidation, threats and yelling (including verbal,
mental and emotional abuse). Ignoring someone, perpetuating his or her social isolation or
treating an adult person like a child also entail a form of psychological abuse. Frequently,
psychological abuse is used a form of control. This type of abuse can cause psychological pain,
anguish and distress. It can weaken a person’s sense of dignity and self-confidence.
Financial exploitation is a common type of abuse inflicted on vulnerable or older people today. It
entails the illegal or inappropriate use of a person’s money, goods or property without obtaining
consent or fully informing the person about what is happening. Examples of financial
exploitation include the following situations: pressuring someone in attempts to extract his or
her money, goods or property; using someone’s property or money without obtaining full
consent or without fully informing him or her about what is happening; the inappropriate use of
someone’s power of attorney.
Sexual abuse is defined as engaging in sexual contact with a person without obtaining his or her
consent. This includes putting pressure on someone to participate in an intimate relationship, in
addition to unwanted stroking, petting or sexual aggression. Sexual abuse can also be expressed
in sexual comments, jokes or lustful staring.
The violation of rights refers to depriving a person of the fundamental rights and liberties that
other adults often take for granted (access to privacy, information and means for community
support). We can also violate people’s rights by limiting their visitors or depriving them of their
freedom. Making decisions affecting a person’s health, care or finances without obtaining
consent (or the consent of this person’s designated representative if he or she is unable to make
the said decisions) can also entail the violation of rights. In some cases, regulations and policies
can infringe upon vulnerable people’s rights.
Spiritual abuse or negligence refers to limiting an elderly person’s spiritual practices, customs or
traditions or forcing the person to give up these practices entirely. Aggressors may specifically

2

Mistreatment: a single or repetitive action or the failure to act appropriately resulting in what should be
a trusting relationship causing someone harm or distress.
3

Negligence: attitude of caregiver who performs tasks with less care, attention and interest than is
necessary and desired.
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use the person’s religious or spiritual beliefs for exploitation purposes. They may also mock or
disparage a person’s spiritual beliefs and forbid visits to his or her preferred place of worship.
Negligence can be physical, psychological or financial. Negligence occurs as soon as the person
responsible for providing care or assistance to an elderly person fails to do so. For example, an
unconscientious caregiver may deprive a person of sufficient food, shelter, medication, special
services, medical or health care, financial support or any other type of assistance that the person
needs but cannot obtain independently. Abandonment is another form of negligence.
Abuse is a crime. Several types of abuse or negligence constitute crimes under the Criminal Code
of Canada. At this point, we will specifically cite theft (including theft committed by a person
possessing power of attorney), fraud, assault, sexual assault, criminal intimidation and
harassment, failure to provide a dependent person with vital care, manslaughter and murder.”
Adapted from: http://www.cschn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/3-type-dabus.pdf
Discrimination can be defined as follows:
“Discrimination is an action or a decision that treats a person or a group negatively for

reasons such as their race, age or disability. These reasons are known as grounds of
discrimination. Federal employers and service providers, as well as employers and
service providers of private companies that are regulated by the federal government,
cannot discriminate against individuals for these reasons.”
These 11 grounds are protected under the Canadian Human Rights Act:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

race
national or ethnic origin
colour
religion
age
sex
sexual orientation
marital status
family status
disability
a conviction for which a pardon has been granted or a record
suspended.

http://www.chrc-ccdp.gc.ca/fra/content/qu%E2%80%99est-ce-que-la-discrimination
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Harassment can be defined as follows (in the text below, the term “workplace” can refer to any
location). Harassment can occur face to face or through technological means as is the case in
cyberbullying:

“ improper conduct by an individual, that is directed at and offensive to another individual in the
workplace, including at any event or any location related to work, and that the individual knew
or ought reasonably to have known would cause offence or harm. It comprises objectionable
act(s), comment(s) or display(s) that demean, belittle, or cause personal humiliation or
embarrassment, and any act of intimidation or threat. It also includes harassment within the
meaning of the Canadian Human Rights Act (i.e. based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour,
religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, disability and pardoned
conviction).
More specifically, harassment is normally a series of incidents but can be one severe incident
which has a lasting impact on the individual.
Essentially, the definition of harassment means that more than one act or event is needed in
order to constitute harassment and that taken individually, this act or event need not constitute
harassment. It is the repetition that generates the harassment. In other words, harassment
consists of repeated and persistent behaviours towards an individual to torment, undermine,
frustrate or provoke a reaction from that person. It is a behaviour that with persistence,
pressures, frightens, intimidates or incapacitates another person. Each behaviour viewed
individually may seem inoffensive; it is the synergy and repetitive characteristic of the
behaviours that produce harmful effects.
However, a single incident can constitute harassment when it is demonstrated that it is severe
and has a significant and lasting impact on the complainant.
The legitimate and proper exercise of management’s authority or responsibility does not
constitute harassment.
Sexual and physical assaults are defined by the Criminal Code and will be dealt with according to
that legislation.”
https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/psm-fpfm/healthy-sain/prh/mibh-sjh-fra.asp#c2
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3. PEOPLE AFFECTED BY THE APPLICATIONS OF THESE GUIDELINES
Stated below, these commitments are aimed at and apply to all people who are involved in
L’Arche and its communities; this includes volunteers, employees, board members, consultants
or any person offering any kind of support in any capacity whatsoever.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND PROCEDURES
These Guidelines make up an integral part of the mandatory reference documents for affiliation
agreements.
L’Arche Canada and its affiliated communities commit to:
•

Adopt the text below, which constitutes an integral part of our guidelines and is titled:
L’ARCHE CANADA AND ITS AFFILIATED COMMUNITIES’ COMMITMENTS TO PROMOTING RESPECT AND
PREVENTING ABUSE;

•

Display these commitments specifically but not exclusively on the website of L’Arche Canada
and its affiliated communities. Ensure they are communicated to all people who are
involved in L’Arche or one of its communities;

•

Adopt and carry out the following practices:

In a coherent, preliminary and concurrent fashion, L’Arche Canada and its affiliated
communities also commit to implementing programs and processes that:
•
•
•

Aim to develop programs and services for the benefit of people and communities from a
standpoint of respect and free of abuse, discrimination and harassment;
Aim to develop home, community and community work spaces from a standpoint of respect
and free of abuse, discrimination and harassment;
Clearly define and make known all processes while taking into account applicable laws
and/or traditions in order to protect all people who feel they are victims of abuse,
discrimination and harassment and subsequently:
o Develop or adapt and ensure ongoing and annually renewed training and awareness
programs for preventing abuse, discrimination and harassment;
o Define universal processes, or processes specific to the affected group of people
which allow for:
§ the capacity to report an issue;
§ the filing of a verbal or written complaint, either formally or informally;
§ a person to be supported by a recognized professional expert throughout
the entire process and afterwards if needed;
§ the prevention of “double victimization.”
o Inform the highest level of administration (board of directors) of the abuse situation
and provide recommendations for preventing the events from recurring and steps
for following up on these recommendations;
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•

Specific Commitments for L’Arche Canada:
o

o

•

To develop or make available one or several awareness and training programs
aimed at preventing and providing education on abuse, discrimination and
harassment; communities should adapt these programs while simultaneously
sharing their own training and awareness programs with L’Arche Canada;
Provide communities with relevant policy and procedural models and for
communities to simultaneously share their own relevant policy and procedural
models;

For L’Arche Canada and communities to integrate the follow-up of this process into their
annual meetings with community leaders, as described in the affiliation agreements or in
the common practices.
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L’ARCHE CANADA AND ITS AFFILIATED COMMUNITIES’ COMMITMENTS TO PROMOTING RESPECT AND
PREVENTING ABUSE

TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THEIR FUNDAMENTAL VALUES AND PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED DEFINITIONS,
L’ARCHE CANADA AND ITS AFFILIATED COMMUNITIES AFFIRM THE FOLLOWING:
•
•
•

The commitment to all people lies at the heart of fulfilling the mission of L’Arche. This
mission exists first and foremost for the benefit of our most vulnerable people.
The commitment of L’Arche and its affiliated communities require an extremely high
level and quality of responsibility, attitudes, actions and ethical practices.
The commitments outlined below are aimed at and apply to all people who are involved
in L’Arche and its communities; this includes volunteers, employees, board members,
consultants or any person offering any kind of support in any capacity whatsoever.

In an effort to live according to L’Arche’s mission and values, placing particular importance on
respect, and to thereby prevent abuse, discrimination and harassment, each of us L’Arche
commits to:

•
•
•
•
•

those we serve;
our colleagues;
the community groups or endeavours we are involved in and those who support
us;
our Federation and the International Federation of L’Arche Communities;
our growth and personal journey.

We therefore commit:
To those we serve:
•

•

•
•
•
•

To develop people’s skills and expand the expertise of the communities in which they
live and make contributions, and to ensure that we meet their needs in an adapted and
personalized way that encourages their development as much as possible;
To respect all people in their development while taking into account Canada’s distinct
social and judicial values as well as the specific characteristics of its diverse communities
which include the realities and values of First Nations people;
To recognize that all forms of abuse, harassment and discrimination are absolutely
unacceptable;
To create and support healthy home and community spaces;
To support people who are experiencing difficulties or ensure that they receive the
support they need;
To ensure the rigorous and sound management of all financial and material resources
granted to us, either directly or indirectly.
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To our colleagues:
• To share through our actions, aiming to fulfill the mission of L’Arche and its
organizational values;
• To respect all our colleagues in their respective expertise and practices while taking into
account Canada’s distinct social and judicial values as well as the specific characteristics
of its diverse communities which include the realities and values of First Nations people;
• To recognize that all forms of abuse, harassment and discrimination are absolutely
unacceptable;
• To create and support healthy home and community spaces;
• To support people who are experiencing difficulties or ensure that they receive the
support they need;
• To favour methods for resolving conflicts or difficulties that are founded on dialogue
and cooperation;
• To recognize and accept that to do so, we must continuously improve and be open to
questions, evaluation and support from our peers.

To the community groups or endeavours we are involved in and those who support us:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

To promote the mission of L’Arche and the inclusion of vulnerable people;
To form collaborative relationships grounded in respect and openness and thereby build
a more inclusive society;
To build common projects while maintaining the respect of each person;
To respect the practices and expertise of all community partners and support systems
while taking into account Canada’s distinct social and judicial values as well as the
specific characteristics of its diverse communities which include the realities and values
of First Nations people;
To recognize that all forms of abuse, harassment and discrimination are absolutely
unacceptable;
To support people who are experiencing difficulties or ensure that they receive the
support they need.
To accept that partners may question us on our practices to ensure that we respect and
defend the highest level of human rights.

To our Federation and the International Federation of L’Arche Communities:
• To promote the mission of L’Arche, L’Arche Federations and the inclusion of vulnerable
people;
• To accept that through every action, we act as ambassadors of the family we describe in
the introduction;
• To be aware that each of our actions can lead to either positive or negative
consequences for all of our communities and the Federation and to consider our choices
accordingly.
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To our growth and personal journey:
•
•
•
•

To accept that each person is responsible for actively contributing to his or her growth
and personal journey;
To devise the tools and capacity to build and support the competence of all people,
communities, spaces and groups we encounter in our work;
To participate in activities that raise awareness or train people in the prevention of
abuse, discrimination and harassment;
To act according to what is required in developing activities for the Servant Leadership
program.
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